Safeguard America's Resources

Pipeline Facts

**Landowners:**
- Decreased property value
- Inability to sell
- Inability to get mortgage or re-finance
- Restricted use of property with pipeline
- Very little compensation
- Construction hassles
- Pay taxes on land with restricted use
- Forced to surrender property via eminent domain

**Environmental Factors:**
- Methane gas leaks into groundwater and streams
- Potential explosions (high pressure)
- Disrupts streams and riverbeds
- 24/7 Toxic Air Pollution from compressor stations
- Destruction of miles of natural forest and habitat

**Short-term JOBS**
Majority of jobs created only during construction phase. Many are skilled labor jobs that are hired from outside local community. 20 permanent jobs maybe created.

**Fracking Infrastructure & Support:**
- Supports the destructive and dirty method of extracting natural gas
- Supports large sums of natural gas coming from fracking site
- Only gas and utility companies benefit

**More Information:**

**Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League**
- Cary Rodgers, Community Organizer
- 704-465-8504 / rodgersoc01@yahoo.com
- www.BREDL.org

*Empowering communities to protect their resources and families for over 30 years*